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June 2016 meeting

The June meeting will be held at the normal date, namely the second Monday of the month which in June 
will fall on the 13th. Please do attend if you possibly can.

When : Monday 13th June, usual time starting 1930hr

Where: The usual place, Richmond yacht Club

Our guest speaker will be John Croft.

His subject will be “An introduction to the Sextant”.  John will bring in a couple of sextants and talk about 
when they can be used and what they can do.

We will not have time to get into taking any shots, but bring along your questions or maybe your own 
sextant. 
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A note from your editor

Well the AGM is now passed and since no one volunteered for the post of editor of this illustriousness rag, I 
remain in the position and you unfortunates will have to put up with me. But I’ll shed no tears for you dear 
readers as you have only yourselves to blame!

The committee continues to be the same bunch as before, so I assume you are happy with the service we 
provide. It’s unfortunate that the subs have gone up but it’s not by much and still very good value for your 
money and the increase only applies from next year onwards.

I’ve done my best to provide some entertainment and information but I’ve not been able to continue with the
La Chica story as I’ve been pushed for time. I should be able to continue with that tale in the next issue.

In the meanwhile, my good friend Arne Kverneland has given me permission to use his excellent article on 
the basics of junk rigs. Something I know you are all desperate to know more about. Should that not be to 
your taste, Jim Lott and his wife continues to entertain us with their adventure in Europe.

My dear readers my monthly plea (which always seems to fall on deaf ears)... please, please submit your 
stories and articles. We all have stories to tell, they do not have to be tales of daring do in the southern ocean
or extensive cruises to Fiji or the Caribbean Islands, even an afternoons pottering around the backwaters of 
Auckland will provide many an entertaining story. So please, don't be shy else you are at risk of a continuing
diet of junk rig and junk related articles. I don’t believe that your lives are so boring so as to be totally bereft
of any tales to tell.

You can send anything for publication direct to me. Email is paul@bathroomdirect.co.nz

A message from our President

Well, Hello my fellow CANANZ members. You voted me in for President at the April AGM as President, 
one more time.  It seems you are willing to put up with me for another year.   I’ll see what I can do to make 
this a good year for us as a club.

Another thing that was voted in at the AGM was an increase in the subs from $25 per year to $30 per year.  
This is so that our income keeps pace with our expenses.  This change is to come into effect NEXT year. 

Also at the AGM we received ideas on how to use some of our savings in ways that may benefit the 
objectives of the club. The most popular idea was that we sponsor a worthy candidate in a navigation course.
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And another item of business at the AGM was new direction for CANANZ.  This movement was started by 
our beloved Patron, and triggered by his observations whilst travelling abroad.  Namely that, under the 
club’s name and using the club’s resources, a group of us start making ourselves available to HOST visiting 
yachts.  This is something that should be individually rewarding, and may add a new sense of purpose 
amongst us.  

To start this off we are working on a flyer to make available to the ‘Welcome to NZ’ pack that is given by 
clearance officers to every yacht that enters NZ, giving the some contact details for a local who may be able 
to help answer simple questions such as ‘Where can I get my YANMAR fixed’, or ‘Where’s the nearest 
ATM’, or ‘What Marine electronic shop is best for me’.  Our strength lies in our independent local 
knowledge and friendly willingness to help a fellow yacht owner. 

At our first meeting of our ‘new’ committee (Basil, Chris, Paul and Stephen) on Stephen’s CLOSE 
ENCOUNTERS we sorted out who will do what for the next year, and a program of events.  One thing we 
are keen on is holding a Winter Cruise around Sat 23 July (weather permitting, Low tide 3:34pm).  More 
about this at our next general meeting. 

Some other dates for you to put in your calendar are 

Kowhai cruise Maybe 8 Oct (Low tide 7:08pm) or 22 Oct (Low Tide 7:15pm), the tides are not really 
cooperating with the idea of a 4pm BBQ on a beach this spring. 

Summer Cruise (2017). We are thinking of taking on the Puhoi River at Mahurangi Harbour on Sat 11 Feb.  
High tide 8:54pm, and a near full moon rise at 8:26pm. 

Also from our committee meeting:  there are two new books coming into the library next meeting with a 
southern theme: “Galapagos of the Antarctic” and “We three go south”.   And we investigated a couple of 
plans for our next general meeting and are pleased to say that John croft has agreed to be our guest speaker 
and introduce us to sextants.  Bring yours along if you wish and compare it with others. 

That’s it from me this time, and so until next time:   ETA = enjoy the adventure. 

President Bob
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The devil himself!

Donna Lange of Inspired Insanity

In our last newsletter we mentioned Donna Lange’s blog at 

http://www.sailblogs.com/member/sailtwicearound/ 

It certainly is making for interesting reading.

By the time you read this, Donna should be home. Her voyage did not go quite as planned as mother nature 
and the sea decided to modify things a little. However that does not detract in any way from Donna Lange’s 
remarkable achievements. All Donna’s meticulous planning and preparation has paid off handsomely. When 
the chips were down, Donna was able to bring her boat home. On her own and without any outside 
assistance, just as it should be. I take my hat off to a remarkable woman.
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Sailing cat enjoys 9 lives on 7 seas

In fact, if you think that felines aren’t up for the seafaring life, then we’re about to knock the wind out of 
your sails because pirates and parrots aren’t the only human-pet duos equipped to run a tight ship. Adventure
cats make excellent swashbucklers. Just ask feline mariner Georgie!

According to her humans, Jessica and Matt Johnson, Georgie is one kitty who knows the ropes. You can read
more about Georgie here: http://www.adventurecats.org/cat-tales/georgie-the-sailing-cat/
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The Sextant - From Wikipedia

A sextant is a doubly reflecting navigation instrument used to measure the angle between any two visible 
objects. The principle of the instrument was first implemented around 1730 by John Hadley (1682–1744) 
and Thomas Godfrey (1704–1749) but it was also found later in the unpublished writings of Isaac Newton 
(1643–1727). The history of these and related instruments, and their forerunners, may be found in the article 
on reflecting instruments.

The primary use of a sextant is to determine the angle between an astronomical object and the horizon for 
the purposes of celestial navigation. The determination of this angle, the altitude, is known as sighting (or 
shooting) the object, or taking a sight. The angle, and the time when it was measured, can be used to 
calculate a position line on a nautical or aeronautical chart. Common uses of the sextant include sighting the 
sun at solar noon or Polaris at night (in the Northern Hemisphere) to determine latitude. Sighting the height 
of a landmark can give a measure of distance off and, held horizontally, a sextant can measure angles 
between objects for a position on a chart.[1] A sextant can also be used to measure the lunar distance 
between the moon and another celestial object (such as a star or planet) in order to determine Greenwich 
Mean Time and hence longitude.

Like the Davis quadrant (also called backstaff), the sextant allows celestial objects to be measured relative to
the horizon, rather than relative to the instrument. This allows excellent precision. However, unlike the 
backstaff, the sextant allows direct observations of stars. This permits the use of the sextant at night when a 
backstaff is difficult to use. For solar observations, filters allow direct observation of the sun.

Since the measurement is relative to the horizon, the measuring pointer is a beam of light that reaches to the 
horizon. The measurement is thus limited by the angular accuracy of the instrument and not the sine error of 
the length of an alidade, as it is in a mariner's astrolabe or similar older instrument.

A sextant does not require a completely steady aim, because it measures a relative angle. For example, when
a sextant is used on a moving ship, the image of both horizon and celestial object will move around in the 
field of view. However, the relative position of the two images will remain steady, and as long as the user 
can determine when the celestial object touches the horizon the accuracy of the measurement will remain 
high compared to the magnitude of the movement.

The sextant is not dependent upon electricity (unlike many forms of modern navigation) or anything human-
controlled (like GPS satellites). For these reasons, it is considered an eminently practical back-up navigation
tool for ships.
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Heading to the Med

Our summer in New Zealand passed by too quickly, but we did get some weeks cruising in Mokoia. As 
usual, the Bay of Islands and Whangaroa were a treat, but Karin’s left shoulder has deteriorated significantly.
It was not too unexpected to find that the only realistic option now is a joint replacement, so we headed back
to Victoria with more modest plans than other years. We intend to return to New Zealand in September and 
hope that the replacement can be done before Christmas.

Now, after six weeks back on board and not as quiet a time as we hoped, Karin is coping well despite being 
so hampered. We had stored Victoria in Portugal at a fishing village called Povoa de Vazim just north of 
Porto. It was a spot highly recommended so we were surprised in November that they insisted on lifting us 
out of the water as soon as we arrived at the marina. We soon learned why.

After a few days on the hard-stand the Atlantic swell was pouring over the breakwater and lighthouse 
causing a violent surge. Boats moored in the marina leapt and jumped about damaging the pontoons.

Nothing had changed when we returned in March. The swell piled over the walls, and the northern winter 
had caked Victoria with salt spray mixed with fine brown dust that had set like cement. We are still scraping 
and cleaning. 

Although we were ready for the water after a few days, the swell kept the port closed and we just had to wait
for a chance to launch. The enforced ten-day delay gave us the opportunity to explore and to take a train trip 
up the Duoro River through mile after mile of vineyards tumbling down the sides of the valley. The Duoro 
has produced port for the world for centuries and we ensured the lockers on Victoria were well stocked with 
Sandeman’s finest.

Launching time came and we prepared for the travelift in torrential rain. Still firmly in the slings, Victoria 
swung back and forth a couple of metres in the surge around the keel with the travelift groaning and many 
hands running out lines to control the movement, then it was just as bad as we berthed in the marina. A 
spider’s web of creaking rope assisted by crushed fenders held us off the pontoons. Next morning it was 
calm enough to open the port so we wasted no time in getting to sea between the breakers only a boat length 
away on the bar, tidying up the shambles as we sailed south. 

Prior to the British Empire, Portugal and Spain ruled much of the world due to having great ocean explorers.
Vasco da Gama discovered the route to the east round South Africa and his birthplace warranted a visit for a 
couple of days. So we headed to Sines, a most appropriate name for the home of a navigator. We anchored in
the sheltered harbour and enjoyed yet another small town in Portugal. The Atlantic depressions at the spring 
equinox created a constant swell breaking on the rocks all along the coast so we were pleased to round Cape 
St Vincent to a less demanding coast and sailed in the setting sun beneath Sagres, a promontory where 
Prince Henry the Navigator had his navigation school.

Next day we entered Cadiz in Spain whose history as a port can be traced for over 3000 years to the 
Phoenicians. The fine natural harbour and sheltering islands made it one of the most important Roman cities.
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Its strategic location resulted in numerous attacks over many centuries.  Columbus began his second voyage 
to the Indies from Cadiz with 17 ships. A hundred years later Drake set fire to the Spanish ships in the 
harbour (singeing the king of Spain’s beard) but in spite of numerous attacks, Cadiz prospered. The 
combined French and Spanish fleet sailed from Cadiz and met Nelson off Cape Trafalgar about 20 miles 
south resulting in the world’s most famous sea battle that curbed Napoleon’s aspirations.

We wandered the streets and admired the long sandy beaches awaiting the summer sun and crowds. The wall
around the old city has been built and rebuilt, the impressive cathedral dominates the waterfront and a score 
of watch-towers are a reminder of the past. From the top of one we could appreciate how the city became so 
important with views of the modern shipyards in the river and the easy entrance to the sheltered port, so 
important to sailing vessels. Inland, the river valley provided conditions ideal for grapes and the region is the
home of fine sherry so we found a little more space in our lockers. In Spain, good wine is very cheap and 
available everywhere so some rearrangement of storage on board was needed. 

A fair breeze and strong current helped us to Gibraltar anchoring in a rather exposed location. It is the only 
spot left where anchoring is still allowed in the entire area of Gibraltar Bay. We are finding more and more 
that anchorages marked on charts are now either taken up with fields of mooring buoys or have signs 
prohibiting anchoring. There seems no reason other than the opportunity for the local establishments to 
increase their revenue by forcing the use of expensive marinas or mooring buoys. 

It was an opportunity to visit a British supermarket and to enjoy the view from the top of the famous rock 
where Karin enjoyed holding the hand of a friendly ape. 

Just a day sail from Gibraltar to Morocco provided the opportunity to re-import Victoria into the EU, which 
we have to do every 18 months or pay VAT tax. Just one day out of the EU is sufficient but a real hassle 
none the less. We had never visited North Africa, so with a strong easterly keeping us in the marina, we 
spent a day with a tour guide visiting Tetouan, an ancient city of narrow alleys, Bedouin markets and 
artisans squeezed between the white plastered buildings. The streets and alleyways were spotless. The 
colourfully dressed Muslims lived intermingled with many Jews and a few Christians all in harmony. The 
country has avoided the political unrest of its neighbours.

With copious documents to show that we had spent time out of the EU we set course for Malaga on the 
south coast of Spain. The marina there was quick to take our Euros but when we said we had to clear 
customs, they sent us to the commercial port to clear in. Eventually the port police arrived and after a while 
stamped our passports. When we said we needed customs as well they said we had to leave! So off we went 
heading for Palma in Mallorca.

Warnings of gale force winds gained our attention, so it seemed sensible to head into Ibiza with the lure of a 
good anchorage right beside the port. The sun and sand was nice but the island offered many ways to spend 
Euros and not much else, so we headed onwards as soon as the wind eased. It seemed that only a day or two 
would go by before another mistral would create stormy conditions across our path. We had been warned 
repeatedly not to be at sea when the mistral blows, so again we headed in to shelter, this time at an attractive 
small harbour called Port Andraitx at the western tip of Mallorca.
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Anchoring always appeals and after a night when the swell rolled us to and fro, we headed back to the port 
to pick up a sheltered mooring again. We needed to use the dinghy to pick up the mooring, but the 
wonderfully reliable outboard went on strike as the rain came down and wind arrived. At that moment a 
steering line parted. Karin managed to avoid the moored boats and the fish farm and we eventually sorted 
ourselves out, helped by steering with the autopilot. We have had no problems with the steering system for 
many years and check it regularly.

With our deadline to be in La Spezia in Italy looming, we tried every which way to find a break in the 
weather to get across to Corsica. The days passed and we now expect a very bad northerly storm. But the 
port is lovely and sheltered even though the mooring is 22 euros per night, and that is cheap winter rates. We
have had a few days to look around this delightful island. A vintage train took us over and through the high 
mountain range to the north coast. The centuries-old city of Palma has wonderful architecture, narrow 
cobbled alleyways and great food with a stunning cathedral. 

If only there were not 3 cruise ships in port and the Palma international boatshow at the time bringing 
crowds to the markets and parks. Marinas line the Palma waterfront with row after row of superyachts and 
megayachts, both power and sail. Even though it’s still low season, finding space is a challenge. The climate 
is most pleasant and we looked at the prices of houses and apartments out of curiosity only to find a small 
apartment almost anywhere on the island is priced at around a million NZ dollars. Most reasonably sized 
houses are about 5 million making Auckland prices seem quite attractive. Wherever we look there are 
building sites and developments. Locals born here have no way of being able to afford even a small 
apartment in face of competition from Europeans with surplus Euros seeking holiday homes. 

We are looking forward to Italy and Greece and gentle cruising for the next 5 months.

Povoa entrance stayed closed for days
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Cape St Vincent and Sagres peninsular

                      
Vasco Da Gama birthplace
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Cadiz waterfront

Ancient narrow streets in Tetaoun, Morocco
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Tannery amongst houses, Tetaoun

Soller village, Mallorca
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Palma cathedral Mallorca

Karin and friend, Gibraltar
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